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Dear Friends,
As we joyfully celebrate Inclusive Communities’ 80th anniversary year, we also acknowledge with great sadness that
we are still fighting many of the same issues that were the
reason our founders incorporated the Midlands Chapter
of the National Conference for Christians and Jews during
waves of antisemitism in 1938. This makes our work even
more critical, more relevant, and more powerful. A recent
rise in discrimination and hate crimes has shown us that our
advocacy, training, and youth services have an even greater
opportunity to affect change.
Thanks to the hard work and dedication of our Board, staff,
volunteers, community partners, and donors, we have
seized the opportunity to confront prejudice, bigotry, and
discrimination by:
• Increasing the number of Omaha Table Talks to 19
this fiscal year
• Improving the quality of IncluCity by partnering with
a licensed mental health practitioner to attend
all camps
• Increasing the number of Business Workshops
provided by 50%
• Expanding training services beyond Omaha and
throughout the state of Nebraska
• Expanding our community outreach by
participating in 26 community events…
and much more!
Now is the time to come together as a community. We look
forward to being the catalyst for this change, and we thank
you for your support.
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PROGRAMS
BY THE NUMBERS
Lozier

19

Table Talk Events
in 2017-2018

Omaha Table Talk
ensures everyone has
a seat at the table inviting all to take part
in an open and honest
dialogue about race,
ethnicity, and other
forms of difference.

1163

People Served

INCLUCITY

IncluCity is a leadership program for high
school students, designed to empower
youth to create respectful and just communities. For four days, young adults engage
in productive dialogue and learn the impact
of prejudice on their own lives as well as
the lives of others.

3

Camp
Sessions

1144

Students Served

BUSINESS
PROGRAMMING
Our Custom Business Solutions provide
workshops focused on building leadership
skills and respectful, inclusive behaviors
using activities and presentations aimed at
building empathy; examining biases and
prejudices; and increasing the knowledge,
language and dialogue skills to forge
meaningful intergroup relationships.

75

Training
Sessions

2105

People Served

“[IncluCity] was a place of acceptance and honestly I was just being me… I felt accepted and I
could freely be who I am,” recounts Isaiah, a 17-year-old junior who attended the camp in January. Since returning from IncluCity, Isaiah has made an intentional effort to be more welcoming to
new students and those sitting alone at lunch. “[IncluCity] has truly tremendously affected me by
allowing me to be open and accepting to other people around me who I’m not usually comfortable with, but now I’m able to see a different perspective of people,” he added. “After Inclusive
Communities, I was brought into a light.”
Isaiah was one of two students selected to speak about his camp experience at the 2018 Humanitarian Brunch in April to a crowd of over 400 people. Although he was anxious at first, being
told by his sister and other adults that he inspired them was an impactful and prideful moment.
Isaiah has a special message to share with the IC staff and volunteers: “Thank you for believing
in me and endowing me with this opportunity to allow my voice to be heard from a lot of people
and to be that role model to some people”.

H I G H L I G H T S
The 2018 Humanitarian
Brunch featured guest
speaker John Quinones
of ABC’s What Would
You Do?, and kicked
off our 80th anniversary
celebration!

In May, Inclusive
Communities was
the proud recipient
of the 2018 Human
Relations Award
from the Omaha
Education Association for Outstanding work in the
field of Human
Relations.

At the Inclusive Communities booth in the MAHA
Music Festival’s community village, we up-cycled
IncluCity t-shirts into tote
bags! MAHA was one of
26 community events we
participated in this year.

We had the privilege of presenting at NAM’s Nonprofit
Summit of the Midlands,
where we discussed how
to create high performance
teams through inclusion.

In June 2018, we began working with the Nebraska Office of Judicial and Probation Administration to provide a curriculum review of
the probation office training as well as provide state wide inclusivity
training for all Probation and Courts staff regarding: trauma, ethnicity, victims, disabilities, sexual orientation, gender identity, language
barriers, and personal culture. Inclusive Communities has completed
over 25 workshops and trainings for staff across the state, which
has started the process of increasing empathy and attention to the
systemic inequities for underserved and marginalized communities
within the justice system.
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